ABSTRACT Tobacco use among young people is increasing in the United Arab Emirates, and the country is ranked 15th in the world for prevalence of type II diabetes. Expatriates comprise a majority of the population, making them an important subset to study. We aimed to test whether an educational intervention would be effective in this cultural setting. We designed 2 peer-to-peer health workshops: tobacco use and nutrition/physical activity. One workshop was randomly assigned to 18 classrooms in private schools in Abu Dhabi. Surveys were administered before and after the workshops to assess intervention effectiveness. The tobacco workshop significantly improved responses (P < 0.05).
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Introduction

As the prevalence of noncommunicable diseases continues to rise, health care providers and policy-makers have begun to seek preventive measures. Prevention can be as simple as healthy lifestyle choices regarding tobacco use, diet and physical activity (1). However, these choices are heavily influenced by habits formed at very young ages (2). By targeting teenagers and educating them about the consequences of their lifestyle choices, we may be able to combat major behavioural contributors to the most burdensome health conditions. To date, however, school-based health education has not been established as a global norm. School systems in many Gulf Cooperation Council countries have yet to incorporate comprehensive health curricula as part of students’ academic experience (3). In the United Arab Emirates, high schools are not mandated to provide any sort of health education to their students (4). In another study using the same cohort studied here, we identified not only a gap in health education but also an inefficacy of anti-tobacco laws and campaigns (5). In light of these findings, health education has unexplored potential.

We chose the focus of our health workshops to be topics that are the most salient to the population of the United Arab Emirates, namely tobacco use, physical activity and nutrition. Although tobacco consumption in high- and middle-income countries has recently decreased, the Middle East has an increasing prevalence of tobacco use, especially among youth (6,7). In this cohort, 39% of males had already tried cigarette smoking, at an average age of 12–13 years (5). Furthermore, 39% of males report using waterpipe tobacco (shisha) and 7% report
using dokha, a type of tobacco common around the Persian Gulf (5). Amongst females in this cohort, 19% had tried cigarette smoking, 37% had tried waterpipe tobacco and 7% had tried dokha at an average age of 11–12 years (5).

With 18.8% of the population living with type II diabetes, the United Arab Emirates is ranked 15th in the world for prevalence of this condition (8). The rise in obesity and sedentary lifestyles along with increasing access to unhealthy food options has contributed to the increased prevalence (9). Even with government mandated initiatives to fight the increase in childhood obesity, the dramatic change in lifestyle over the past 40 years has developed a culture of poor eating habits and physical inactivity that are strongly embedded in the daily routine of the average resident (10). While our study focuses on expatriate youth, these data are relevant as the culture and environment of the United Arab Emirates influence the lifestyle decisions of the large expatriate community. Moreover it has been reported that our cohort of teens consumed a large amount of sugary drinks each day and are not physically active on a daily basis. Many students also self-reported eating too much or too little and going to extreme measures to lose weight (5).

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of peer-mediated health education in schools with predominantly expatriate youth in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. According to the last census information available, just over 89% of the population were identified as non-nationals (11). As this is such a large majority of the population, it is an important subset for us to study and understand, especially if current migration trends continue (12). Research in other countries has shown that peer-to-peer education models which train young people to teach students are highly effective (13). As a result, peer-mediated models have seen increased utilization for topics in health education (14). A study conducted in the United Arab Emirates with 12th grade students found that a peer-to-peer workshop on HIV/AIDS was effective in improving knowledge, attitudes and perceptions of the condition (15). We decided to use this model in designing our school-based intervention. To supplement our study of intervention effectiveness on the health topics specifically, we also decided to elicit feedback from the students about the peer-to-peer model. No other studies to date have tested a health education intervention for tobacco use, nutrition and physical activity in the United Arab Emirates at the high school level.

**Methods**

**Study design**

A pre-workshop survey was administered to our cohort to establish a baseline for knowledge, attitudes and behaviours regarding tobacco use, nutrition and physical activity. The cohort was split and given either a nutrition and physical activity workshop or a tobacco workshop. A post-workshop survey was administered. We evaluated the efficacy of each workshop by comparing the pre- and post-survey questions pertinent to each workshop (i.e. tobacco or
nutrition and physical activity) and using the responses of the other workshop group as a control.

We focused on 9th graders because the literature suggested that smoking tobacco becomes a highly relevant topic around this age. As noted earlier, 39% of males and 19% of females of this cohort had already tried cigarette smoking (5).

Data collection and workshop implementation

The cohort consisted of 9th grade students from 5 private high schools distributed throughout the city of Abu Dhabi. Schools whose curricula were not taught in English were excluded in order to ensure the students had sufficient English reading and writing skills to complete the surveys accurately (all 36 public schools in Abu Dhabi with a 9th grade teach in Arabic and were not included). According to the Abu Dhabi Education Council website there are 80 private schools in the Abu Dhabi Emirate that have a 9th grade. Of these, 18 teach their curricula in Arabic, leaving 62 that do not teach in Arabic. We called these schools at random. The first 5 that answered our phone calls and did not have health curricula were included in the study. After calling 11 schools we had found the appropriate number of classes meeting our criteria and willing to work our study into their class schedule. We would like to point out that only 2 of the 11 schools we contacted already had health curricula. Each school had a student body primarily composed of students from a Middle Eastern or North African (MENA) origin. Upon reaching an agreement with each partner school, both parental and minor consent forms were distributed and returned before scheduling the pre-workshop survey. Of the possible study cohort, 99% of the students agreed to participate in the study. Those who did not return the consent forms were allowed to study in a separate classroom during the lesson and surveys.

The pre- and post-workshop surveys were completely anonymous and comprised questions from the World Health Organization (WHO) Global Youth Tobacco Survey (GYTS) and the Centers for Disease Control Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System. The WHO had previously administered the GYTS in the United Arab Emirates in 2001 and 2005, yet failed to address more-regional varieties of tobacco that students might readily encounter.

After administration of the pre-workshop survey, a peer-mediated tobacco or nutrition and physical activity workshop was conducted. The tobacco workshop was organized into subsections that focus on the following: the importance of talking about tobacco as a teenager, what tobacco is, long and short term effects of tobacco smoking on the human body, different types of tobacco smoking that are common in the region, influences on teen smoking, and the benefits of tobacco cessation. An analogous nutrition and physical activity workshop was also implemented, following the same curriculum pattern as listed above. The focus of each
workshop was to provide accurate and useful information that students could use to make healthy decisions and to complete exercises that improved attitudes towards healthy lifestyles. The workshop materials consisted of a brief workbook and several props to make the workshop more interactive. PowerPoint presentation was not used. Two of the authors (LWA and ZDS), both university students who were trained and had experience as health educators and curriculum designers, designed and taught the workshops. Each workshop lasted the duration of 1 class period, generally 45 minutes.

We taught the workshops to a total of 18 segregated classrooms (10 female, 8 male). Each classroom was randomly assigned either the tobacco or the nutrition and physical activity workshop (5 female tobacco workshops, 5 female nutrition and physical activity workshops, 4 male tobacco workshops, and 4 male nutrition and physical activity workshops). The post-workshop survey was administered approximately 2–3 weeks after the workshop.

The Institutional Review Board of New York University Abu Dhabi approved all steps of the methodology.

**Statistical analysis of survey research**

All survey data were compiled into a database, and letter choices were converted according to our survey codebook using Python. Where relevant, letter choices were ranked based on which responses had the best health outcomes with the best response starting at zero. No sample size calculations were performed.

To assess the impact of the workshops on the participants’ beliefs on tobacco use or nutrition and physical activity, the statistical software STATA was used to calculate ordinal logistic regressions (proportional odds models) on responses for 29 questions. There were 22 questions mapped to the tobacco workshop and 7 to the nutrition and physical activity workshop. The pre-workshop data acted as the baseline for the regression, and the post-workshop data were monitored for change using this baseline. Each dependent variable (survey question) was controlled for by several independent variables – age, sex and school attended. Because the post-workshop surveys were identical for each workshop group, the post-workshop data for one workshop group acted as the control for the other. For example, we could examine changes in a certain attitude on tobacco use in the nutrition and physical activity group and the tobacco group. The comparison identifies whether the information in the tobacco workshop was independently associated with the change or whether another factor was responsible. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals were calculated to interpret the coefficient of the ordinal logistic regression.
For the 4 yes or no questions assessing the efficacy of the peer-to-peer model, which were only included in the post-workshop survey, the statistical software R was used for performing simple binomial tests on response frequencies.

**Results**

**Description of intervention cohort**

The sample consisted of 439 respondents: 46.5% male and 53.5% female. The average age was 13.9 years (σ = 0.76). The average weekly disposable income of the students was AED 94.41 ($US 25.70).

**Analyses of workshop effectiveness**

We analysed 439 completed pre-surveys and 394 completed post-surveys, with missing data accounted for by absence from school on the date of the workshop or survey. Compared to the cohort’s baseline responses in the pre-workshop survey, the tobacco workshop effected change in 12 questions related to attitudes and perceptions of tobacco use. The specific questions, ordinal logit coefficients and odds ratios are outlined in Table 1. The answer choices within a question were ranked from healthiest to least healthy. The healthiest response was scored as 0, and the score increased by 1 for the answer choices based on their health ranking within a question. As a result of this ranking method, a negative ordinal logit coefficient demonstrates change towards a healthier perception, attitude or knowledge base. The tobacco workshop was also significantly associated with changes in 2 nutrition and physical activity-related questions in bivariate analyses. The changes in all cases were in the desired direction, namely a healthier outcome.

When compared with the baseline, the nutrition and physical activity workshop was associated with a change in response to 1 of the 7 nutrition and physical activity-related questions, but did not affect any of the tobacco related questions. Table 1 includes the 1 nutrition and physical activity question affected along with the ordinal logistic regression coefficient and corresponding odds ratio.

Finally, we found that overall the cohort felt that the peer-to-peer workshop model was informative, relatable, worth sharing with family and friends, and recommendable to friends. The majority of students in both the tobacco and the nutrition groups responded positively to 4 questions that evaluate how the cohort felt about the peer-to-peer model (Table 2). For the 2-sided binomial tests P
We did not evaluate our data for differences between male and female responses.

Discussion

Overall, the tobacco workshop was effective in improving knowledge, attitudes and perceptions about tobacco use, resulting in improvement on 12 questions. The nutrition and physical activity workshop was not effective in improving knowledge, attitudes and perceptions of nutrition and physical activity; it only resulted in a decrease in the teenagers’ level of satisfaction with their physical activity. The success of the tobacco workshop may be attributed to the fact that tobacco use is a more salient topic at this stage in life than nutrition and physical fitness. It may also be because the gap in knowledge about tobacco use is greater than it is for eating healthily and exercising regularly. Many students were shocked to learn that shisha and dokha presented health risks just as serious as those of cigarette smoking. On the other hand, only 3 out of 10 students had not received advice about leading a healthy lifestyle (5). This suggests that another workshop or another method of disseminating information should be developed as the cohort did reveal unhealthy lifestyle habits.

An examination of the questions that were not significantly impacted by the workshops reveals a number of important findings. The questions “If one of your best friends offered you shisha, would you smoke it?” and “Do you agree or disagree with the following: I think I might enjoy smoking shisha?” were significantly impacted by the tobacco workshop while the same questions about “tobacco products” and “dokha” were not. This appears to confirm that shisha was thought of as a harmless social activity and that the tobacco workshop successfully corrected this common misconception. Other questions that did not show significant changes may be attributed to the fact that they did not have many undesirable potential responses or to a weakness in the workshop content.

The 4 questions that probed the students’ opinions on the model we used confirmed that the peer-to-peer model was popular and effective in this cultural setting. An overwhelming majority of students stated that they plan on using something they learned in their workshop to make a future decision regarding their health, which hits at the crux of the goals for health education for adolescents: prevention of participation in risky behaviours that increase the risk for noncommunicable diseases later in life. Engagement in the health education workshop is crucial to its success and it is encouraging that the majority of students would not only recommend a similar workshop to friends or family but would also share something that they have learned, further increasing the audience and power of the workshop.

Evaluation and improvements
Because self-reporting was the method used to collect data, the results are subject to social desirability bias. Despite assuring our participants of the confidentiality of their survey responses, the cultural setting of the United Arab Emirates may have prevented some from reporting honestly. It should be noted that the surveys used were not tested for reliability or validity in this cultural context.

There may also be some spillover effects between the workshops. The tobacco workshop, for example, was able to affect 2 nutrition and physical activity questions which were not addressed in that workshop. We hypothesize that learning about how tobacco use impacts human health led to students thinking about healthier behaviours in general.

Our cohort (exclusively 9th graders in private schools in Abu Dhabi whose language of instruction is English) limits the scope of the study. Differences with public schools, schools with Arabic as the language of instruction, other grade levels, and schools in different parts of the United Arab Emirates may be notable. Additionally, our study did not assess changes in behaviour owing to the short time between the baseline and post-workshop surveys. Due to the relatively small sample size, we recognize that our attempts to randomize may have had limited effectiveness in balancing the 2 workshop groups.

**Future studies**

The sample in this study did not take into account the Emirati perspective, since we included schools predominantly for expatriates rather than local public schools. Future studies on the effectiveness of peer-mediated health workshops should target local populations in their native language. Moreover, workshops on other health topics should be created using the peer-to-peer model and tested to see if they are also effective in this environment.

**Conclusion**

By creating, implementing and evaluating a peer-mediated health education model among expatriate students in the United Arab Emirates, we have shown that simple, cost–effective interventions can have a significant impact. Tobacco use is a serious issue for young adults in the Middle East and even minimal education can have an impact on their perceptions of this life threatening habit. We believe that such an approach is a promising method for producing positive changes in lifestyle decisions among the youth in Abu Dhabi, and possibly elsewhere in the United Arab Emirates. Moreover, one might anticipate that healthy habits formed early on will continue into adulthood, directly addressing the behaviours that increase the risk for cancer, heart disease, stroke, diabetes, etc. It is our hope that these types of grass roots initiatives can be used to enhance the efficacy of legislation and enforcement of laws designed to promote a healthier lifestyle.
This type of model is also self-sustaining in that university students can teach high school students at no cost. Peer education not only equips the high school students with the knowledge they need to make healthy decisions about their life but also empowers student teachers to be agents of change in their own communities and gain excellent communication skills.
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